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Analysis of a Class of Recovery Procedures
ISRAEL KOREN, MEMBER, IEEE, ZAHAVA KOREN, AND STEPHEN Y. H. SU, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-Recovery procedures involving time redundancy in
the form of instruction retries and program rollbacks have
proved to be very effective against transient failures in computer
systems. A class of such recovery procedures is presented and
analyzed here, and the parameters of each procedure are
determined so that the system's operation is optimized. These
procedures are then compared in order to select the most
appropriate one for given system parameters.

Index Terms-Checkpoint, error latency, error recovery proce-
dures, instruction retry, intermittent faults, permanent faults,
program rollback.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ELIABILITY and availability of a computer system may
be increased by incorporating redundancy into the

system. This may be either hardware redundancy or software
redundancy (time redundancy) or both. Time redundancy,
i.e., repeating an instruction or a section of the program which
has failed, requires relatively few hardware and software
resources and has proved to be very effective against
intermittent failures which constitute the majority of failures
occurring in computer systems. By using time redundancy, the
system may recover from the effects of the fault at the cost of
the time needed to repeat an instruction, a section of the
program or the complete program. Various recovery strategies
may be used for this purpose, each consisting of several
recovery steps, which are applied successively as long as the
system has not fully recovered from the effect of the fault.

Several researchers have analyzed such recovery proce-
dures [1], [3], [8]-[10]. These works differ in some of their
assumptions (like the possibility of errors during recovery) and
in their objectives. Most of them are concerned with maximiz-
ing the system availability, while others have different goals
like minimizing the number of delayed transactions [1] or
minimizing the mean response time of transactions [3].
The main recovery technique analyzed in these studies is the

program rollback. Our purpose here is to analyze somewhat
more general recovery procedures which consist of instruction
retries in addition to program rollbacks. Our analysis also
takes into account the various types of permanent and
intermittent faults that may occur. All these types of faults
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have different effects on the system's operation and therefore,
may have different recovery techniques which are effective
against them. In addition, we consider the possibility of faults
with a latency period, while a common assumption in most
previous works was the coincidence of error occurrence and
error detection.
The recovery procedures we examine in this paper are based

on two recovery techniques, namely, instruction retry and
program rollback. Whenever an error is detected (note that a
continuous error-checking mechanism is necessary for any
recovery procedure), an attempt to identify the failing instruc-
tion is made and this instruction is then repeated [2], [5]. The
instruction retry may fail because either the intermittent fault
persists, or the damage caused by the fault is so severe that
instruction retry is ineffective against it, or the faulty
instruction has not been correctly identified. Since the cost (in
wasted time) of instruction retry is considerably lower than
that of other recovery techniques, it might be worthwhile to
repeat the failing instruction more than once up to a predeter-
mined number of times (denoted by KT) to take care of
persistent faults.

If all KT instruction retries are unsuccessful, the second
recovery step, which is program rollback, is initiated. To
avoid having to repeat the program from its beginning, it is
common practice to periodically save sufficient information to
enable the system to restart the program at the last point at
which information was saved. These points are called check-
points and the intercheckpoint interval is one of the most
important parameters of the rollback technique [1], [3], [8],
[10].

If the rollback operation fails, we may declare that the
program has failed and resort to more severe methods of
recovery like reloading the entire program into memory and
restarting it. However, less costly steps like repeating the
rollback to the last checkpoint or even rolling the program
back to an earlier checkpoint may prove to be effective,
especially when intermittent faults with long latency periods
can be expected [6]. If all these recovery steps fail, one has to
debug the system in order to locate permanent faults.

In the next section, some definitions and notations are
introduced. In Sections III, IV and V, three different recovery
procedures are analyzed. These procedures are then compared
in Section VI for several values of system parameters.

II. PRELIMINARIES

The probability of a fault occurrence during the execution of
a machine instruction depends upon the functional units used
when executing the instruction and the execution time of the
instruction. A simple instruction using only a few system units
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is more likely to be executed successfully than an instruction
employing a large number of system units, since faults (and
especially intermittent ones) occurring in unused units are not
expected to introduce errors in the instruction's results.
Consequently, we partition the instruction set of the computer
system into N subsets. Two machine instructions are in the
same subset if their execution time is the same and the same
system units are used while these instructions are executed
(e.g., the instructions ADD, SUB, and COMPARE in fixed-
point arithmetic are usually in the same subset). We denote by
T, the execution time of an instruction of type i, and by fi the
frequency at which such an instruction is being executed.
Clearly, Y2=lfi = 1.

Let Xi denote the rate at which faults occur while executing
an instruction of type i. We adopt here the viewpoint that fault
occurrences obey a Poisson process [1], [4], [7]. However, we
distinguish between permanent faults which cause a system
failure, and intermittent faults, which in most cases can be
recovered from. Let s denote the fraction of faults that are
permanent; sXi is therefore the rate of permanent fault
occurrences while an instruction of type i is being executed.
For the intermittent faults we adopt the continuous parameter
Markov model [1], [4], [7], namely, at the rate (1 - s)Xi the
fault becomes active causing the system to malfunction, and
when active it becomes inactive at a rate Ai, allowing the
system to operate correctly. When the intermittent fault
becomes inactive, we may try to recover from its effect by
repeating the instruction. However, instruction retry is not
always effective against intermittent faults even if the failing
instruction has been correctly identified; for example, if some
of the data needed for repeating the instruction is not available
any longer [5].

Clearly, an instruction involving a large number of data
movements is more likely to be not recoverable from the
effects of an intermittent fault by instruction retry than an
instruction with a few data movements. We denote by ri the
percentage of intermittent faults not recoverable by instruction
retry when executing an instruction of type i. Consequently,
the failure rate Xi is divided into the following.

1) The rate of intermittent faults recoverable by instruction
retry M(I) - Xi(l - s)(I - ri).

2) The rate of intermittent faults not recoverable by
instruction retry X(2) = Xi(l - s)ri.

3) The rate of permanent faults X(3) = X,S.
The correct identification of the failing instruction is a

necessary condition for the success of the instruction retry
step. A major reason for incorrect identification of the failing
instruction is a latency period between the occurrence of the
fault and the manifestation of the consequent error [6]. An
additional latency period may appear between the occurrence
of the error and its detection. However, we may for our
purposes lump these two latency periods into one.
We denote by ax the ratio of faults occurring in instruction i

whose short latency period allows correct identification of the
failing instruction. Hence, the ratio of the faults whose long
latency period results in an incorrect identification of the
failing instruction is 1 - (xi. For mathematical tractability we
assume that the ratio a, is the same for all three types of faults
1), 2), and 3). Consequently, each of the three failure rates MD

is further divided into two rates of X 1Wae and )\:)(1- a); j
1, 2, 3; i= 1, *-N.
To analyze a recovery procedure, we may view the process

of executing instructions as a renewal process. The time
periods necessary to successfully complete the execution of
consecutive instructions form a series of independent, identi-
cally distributed random variables, with the starting instants of
the instructions being the renewal points. Randomness is
introduced into the process by two factors: the type of the next
instruction is random, having the probability distribution (fi,
f2, * - , fN), and the instruction may be correctly executed, or
fail and necessitate retries, a program rollback or even
reloading and restarting the program. Our analysis consists of
investigating the stochastic behavior of these renewal periods
and minimizing their average length.

Clearly, the various courses that an instruction execution
may take depend upon the recovery procedure employed. All
the recovery procedures analyzed in this paper are special
cases of a general recovery procedure which can be repre-
sented by a vector (KT, KB, KE) with the following interpreta-
tion. Whenever an error is detected, a supposedly "failing"
instruction is identified. It is then retried up to KT times. If all
KT retries fail, up to KB rollbacks to the last checkpoint are
performed. If all KB rollbacks fail, up to KE rollbacks to the
earlier checkpoint are performed. If all KE earlier rollbacks
fail, we say that we have a program failure (caused by
hardware and not by software failure). In this case the system
is diagnosed and if no permanent failures are detected, the
program is reloaded and restarted. If a permanent fault is
detected, it has to be repaired before reloading the program.

Each instruction when being executed must therefore result
in one of the following mutually exclusive events.

H(c) The instruction is completed successfully (without
retry) when first executed and there is no undetected
fault in the system.

H(j) The instruction fails, is correctly identified and the jth
retry is the first successful one;

j= 1, 2, -*, KT.

H(RB,j) The instruction fails and is correctly identified; all
KT retries fail but the instruction is completed
successfully after the jth program rollback;

j= 1, 2,9**, KB.
H(ERB,i) The instruction fails and is correctly identified; all

KT retries and all KB rollbacks fail, but the
instruction is completed successfully after the jth
program rollback to an earlier checkpoint;
j= l, 2, * a a , KE.

H(PF) The instruction fails and is correctly identified but the
KT retries and the program rollbacks fail, resulting in
aprogramfailure after which the program is reloaded
and restarted.

H(RBL,j) A fault occurs while executing the instruction and,
due to a latency period, a wrong instruction is
repeated KT times. The instruction is completed
successfully after the jth program rollback:
j=l, 2, * e, KB.
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H(ERBLJ) A fault occurs while executing the instruction and,
due to a latency period, a wrong instruction is
repeated KT times. KB rollbacks fail but the
instruction is completed successfully after the jth
program rollback to an earlier checkpoint;

j= 1, 2, * - *, KE.

H(PFL) A fault occurs while executing the instruction and,
due to a latency period, a wrong instruction is
repeated KT times. The program rollbacks fail,
resulting in a program failure after which the
program is reloaded and restarted.

Due to the large number of possible events and the
complexity of the formulas in the general case, we will
consider the following special cases. First the (k, 1, 0)
procedure is analyzed in Section III. Next, the procedures (k,
2, 0), i.e., two rollbacks, and (k, 1, 1) i.e., one rollback and
one rollback to an earlier checkpoint, are analyzed in Sections
IV and V, respectively.
Once these three procedures have been analyzed, they can

be compared for various values of system parameters in order
to determine the best one for a given computing system. This
comparison is presented in Section VI.

III. THE (k, 1, 0) PROCEDURE
In the (k, 1, 0) recovery procedure we first repeat the

instruction identified as the failing one up to k times, and if all
k retries fail we rollback the program only once to the last
checkpoint. Our objective in analyzing the procedure is to
determine the optimal values of k and of the number of
instructions executed between two successive checkpoints
(denoted by M) so as to minimize the average time spent per
instruction. We derive next the probabilities of the H events
for the (k, 1, 0) procedure. Denote by

PO(X, t)=ext (3.1)

the probability of no fault occurrences during the time interval
(0, t), for a failure rate X.

In addition,

Poo(X, l, t)=A + e(X±M)t (3.2)
X+1x X+/L

is the probability of a transition from the fault-free state of the
system at time 0 to the fault-free state at time t, for a model
with failure rate X and "repair" rate ,u.

Finally,

POO(, A, ti, )=POO(X, ,u, )-e-xtjPO(X, U, t-ti)
(3.3)

is defined similarly to P00 except that at least one fault occurs

in (0, t1).
Using these definitions we can derive the probabilities of the

events H(c), H(i)(j = 1, 2, ..k), H(RB), H(PF), H(RBL), and

H(PFL), denoted by p(c), p(i)(j = 1, 2, , k), p(RB), p(PF),
p(RBL) and p(PFL), respectively. These probabilities clearly
satisfy

p(c) +E p(j) + p(RB) + p(PF) + p(RBL) + p(PFL) = 1 (3.4)

j=1

Let pOc), P9i)(j = 1, 2, * , k), p(RB) p(PF) p(RBL) and
p(PFL) for i = 1, 2, * N denote the conditional probabilities
of the above events, given that the instruction is of type i.
These probabilities satisfy

k
p(c) + IE p(j) + p(RB) + p(PF)

j=1

+ p(RBL) +P(PFL)= 1; i=1, 2, ... , N.

Once these conditional probabilities are calculated, the uncon-
ditional probabilities can be found by averaging over i with
respect to fl, * * *,fN, e.g.,

N
p(c)= jfip(c)

i=l

(3.5)

P(i)(j = 1, 2, * , k), p(RB) p(PF) p(RBL), and p(PFL) are
obtained similarly.
We proceed now to calculate these conditional probabilities.

Since a Poisson process is assumed for the faults, we have

p(c) = e-)XiTi. (3.6)

POi) is the probability of a successful jth retry given a type i
instruction and is calculated as follows:

PiD)=P(H(i)/type i instruction)

-Po(X,-X )ai, Ti+61) * Po(X(')a,i Ti)
* [POO(x(Wai, H, Ti', j(Ti+ 6))

* Po(X,-X()cx,, jTi+(j - 1)

j-1

- PpY') * Poo(W1)clis >,, (j-l)6+(j-I- 1) T,)
1= 1

*OPok- X(Oaj, (j-4l- 1)(Ti+ 1))] j= l, * k

(3.7)

where 6I is the set up time needed to initiate an instruction
retry.
The first two terms within the brackets constitute the

probability of the system operating correctly at the end of the
jth retry, from which we subtract the probability of any
successful retry prior to the jth one. The first two terms
multiplying the brackets are the probability that no other than a
nonlatent fault of type 1 occur during the recovery period, and
the probability that no faults occur during the last retry,
respectively.
To obtain PfRB), the probability of a successful rollback, we

denote by m the number of program instructions between the
last checkpoint and the failing instruction. The variable m is
random, assuming the values 1, 2, - * *,M with probability 1/
M each (recall that M is the number of instructions between
two consecutive checkpoints).
We denote by P(.RB) the conditional probability of a

successful rollback, given the values of i and m, i.e.,

p (RB) P(H(RB)/type i instruction
n m instructions since last checkpoint).
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p(RB) iS the probability of the system recovering after the
rollback but not earlier than that. Hence, in order to calculate
it, one must subtract the probability of any successful
instruction retry from the probability that the system operates
correctly at the end of the rollback. The expression derived for
p(RB) is therefore,

(RB) [P[(XiPo((l)+ (2) Ail Til kbl+(k+l)Ti)
* PO(XM3), k6l+(k+ 1)1Ti)

k

-ppQ) * poo(X(l) + X(2), I,, (k-l)(61 + T7))
1= 1

* Po(X(3), (k- 1)(61 + Ti))]

PO(Xi,, 62)[p(C)]m- p(c) (3.8)

where 62 is the setup time needed to initiate a program rollback
including the time needed to load the information saved in the
last checkpoint. The last two terms in (3.8) constitute the
probability of no faults during the rollback period including
the setup time.

Clearly,

p IRB)=± B)

M=
(3.9)

Substituting (3.8) into (3.9) yields

PiRB [IaiPoo(')+i) yi Ti, k6I + (k+ 1)7T')

* P0(I(3), k6l + (k + 1) T7)
k

-Ep1 ) * po(X(1) + (2) It.
1=1

* Po(X(3), (k -1)(61 + Ti))]

p(iC) 1- [p(C)]M
* PO(N,, 62) *

I _( . (3.10)

We next obtain an expression for p(RBL) the probability of a
successful rollback for a latent fault. Denote by I the length of
the latency period of the fault, i.e., the number of instructions
between the occurrence of the fault and its manifestation. Note
that although I can assume any integer value, the rollback will
not succeed for I greater thanM - m since, in that case, the
information saved at the last checkpoint is erroneous. Conse-
quently, for calculating the probability of a successful roll-
back, we consider only the values I = 1, 2,9.., M - m with
probabilities

(1-C&)''&!; (1=1, 2, , M-m)

where ci is the average probability that a latent fault is

detected, i.e., ai = EN 1fiai. For given values of i, m, and I
denote

p(RBL) P(H(RBL)/type i instruction

n m instructions between the last
checkpoint and the failing instruction

n latency period of 1).

Note that for a latent fault, instruction retry is never successful
since a wrong instruction is repeated. Thus, for a rollback to
succeed the following events must take place. First, all
intermittent faults have to be inactive at the beginning of the
rollback, no permanent faults should occur, and, finally, no
faults of any type should occur during the rollback itself.
The resulting expression is

p(RBL = (I ai)PoO(X 1) + X(2)

lAi, Ti, Ti+1T+k(T+6j))
* PO(X(3), T,+lT+k(T+&6)) * PO(X,, 62) * (p(c))m.

(3.11)

Averaging P,(4RB) using the probabilities ofm and 1, we obtain

M M-mp(RBL) = I
-I (RBL)

m=l 1=1

(3.12)

To derive an expression for the remaining two probabilities
note that ai(I - pOc)) = a,(l - e - iTi) is the probability of a
nonlatent fault occurring in a type i instruction and is therefore
equal to

k
pP) + p(RB) + piPF)*

j=1

Consequently

(3.13)pPPF) = oi (I -e- xi Ti) _f p(j) p(RB).
I I I

j=1

p(PFL) is calculated in a similar way, using the fact that the
probability of a latent fault occurring in a type i instruction is
(1 - ai)(l - e-XiTi), it follows that

(3.14)p/PFL) = (I- Ui)( -e-XiTi) p(RBL)

The calculation of p(c) and the rest of the unconditional
probabilities is now straightforward using (3.5).
Our objective is to determine k andM so as to maximize the

number of instructions executed per unit of time. This is
equivalent to minimizing the average time spent per instruc-
tion, denoted by wv. It consists of the average time required to
successfully execute an instruction (denoted by ?) and the time
lost per instruction due to checkpointing, i.e.,

TS
17= +M (3.15)
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where T, denotes the time needed to store the information at
each checkpoint and is called checkpointing time.
To derive an expression for X we introduce the following

notations. Let T be the average execution time of an
instruction, i.e.,

N

T= fiTi.
i=l

(3.16)

Let P(i)(j = 1, , k), TPRB), and (PF) be the conditional
expectations of an instruction execution time given the events
H(j)9 H(RB), and H(PF), respectively. For example,

(3.17)

N

E f,P(i) T,
T(i)=-i=l (j= 1, * * , k3.

The formulas for T(RB) and T(PF) are similar to (3.17).
Denote by 63 the average time required to diagnose and

repair the system and by L the average number of instructions
per program; T can be expressed as

k
r+ I P(j)[i (i() + 61)]

j=1

+p(RB) [k(T(RB) + 61) +62+ T]

W=
L+I1

1-_ (P(PF) + p(PFL)
2

, k
T+ P(i)I[j( Tfj) + 61)]
j=l

+ p(RB) [k( (RB)+M60+62+1 T

M+1 -
+ p(PF) [k(!T(PF) + 61) + 62+ T+631

+ p(RBL) [k(T+61)+-+62+ M+ T

+p(PFL) [k(T+61)+-+62+ 1T+ T+-+[~~+ 1J2~ 2 3]

(3.19)

Expression (3.19) can be minimized with respect to k andMto
find the optimal recovery procedure parameters kopt and Mpt.
The numerical search for kopt proved to be simple and kopt was
found to be less than 20 for all cases examined. To find an
initial value for the numerical search for Mopt we derive an
approximate expression for w-v by replacing the denominator in
(3.19) (which is nearly 1) by 1. By taking the derivative of the
remaining expression with respect toM and letting it equal 0,
we obtain

2+ L+l]-+p(PF) [k( T(PF) + 61) + 62+± T+ 63 + 2 w]

+p(RBL) [k(+ 1) +T+ 6+M 1 T]

+ p(PFL) k(T+ 61) +-

M+1
+62+ 2 TL+3L+ w

Each of the terms in the square brackets multiplying the
different probabilities is the time, in addition to , that is
needed to complete the execution of the instruction for the
corresponding event, e.g., j(T(i) + 61) is the additional time
needed when the jth instruction retry succeeds. The term
(M+ 1)/2 is the average number of instructions reexecuted
whenever the program is rolled back; hence, (M+ 1)/2- T is the
average rollback time. The term Ti/ is the average latency
period since I/it = 11(1 -()'I 1a is the average number
of instructions executed until the detection of a latent fault.
Finally, the term (L + 1)/2 iw is the average time required for
reexecuting the program whenever a program failure occurs.

Substituting (3.18) in (3.15) and solving for w yields

M0~t=~~\jT((RB) +

27Ts (3,20)
mo

T(p(RB) + p(PF) + p(RBL) + p(PFL))
which resembles the expressions derived in [1] and [10].

IV. THE (k, 2, 0) PROCEDURE

In this recovery procedure, we first retry the failing
instruction (or the one that we believe is the failing one due to
latency of the fault) up to k times. We then roll the program
back to the last checkpoint up to two times and only if all these
attempts of recovery fail, we declare a program failure.

It is clear that by adding a second rollback, the probability
of a system failure decreases compared to the (k, 1, 0)
procedure. However, the (k, 2, 0) procedure is not always
superior to the previous one. Although it may take longer to
reach a program failure, part of this time may be wasted on a
useless additional rollback. In Section VI we present numeri-
cal examples in which this procedure is preferred over the
single rollback procedure.
To analyze this procedure and derive the optimal values of k

andM (using the same cost function as in Section III) we have
first to calculate the probabilities of the following events.

H(c); H(j)[j=,I * k]; H(R,)
H(RB,2); H(RBL,1); H(RBL.2); H(PF); H(PFL).

Since the success of any instruction retry or of the first
rollback are independent of the following steps of the recovery
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procedure, the probabilities P(C) Pij)(j = 1, * k) are the
same for the (k, 2, 0) procedure as for the (k, 1, 0) one.
Similarly, p(RB1) = p(RB); p(RBL1) = p(RBL)
As in Section III,

k
i i(J) p(RBl) p(RB,2) (4.1)
j=1

Pi1 = (I1- ai)(I -e iTi) pi(RBL, I) _p(RBL,2). (4.2)

In order to calculate p(RB,2) and p(RBL,2) the probabilities of
success in the second rollback, for a nonlatent and latent fault,
respectively, denote

p(RB,2)= P(H(RB,2)/type i instruction
n m instructions since last checkpoint)

Hence,

p (RBL=2) (1-oi)PO(Xi, 62)(P(c))m

* PO(Xi3), Ti+IT+k(T+61))
* {P°(X(1)+X(2) Hi, Ti, Ti

+1T+k(T+61)+62+mT)
* P0(X(3), 62+mT)-POO(X 1)+ li, Ti, Ti
+ IT+ k(T+ 61)) * Po(X1, 62)(P(c))m }-

Averaging (4.5) over m and I yields

p(RBL,2)= I Mj _(1jI-Ip(RBL,2)
m=1 1=1

and

p(RBL,2) P(H(RBL 2)/type i instruction

n m instructions between the last checkpoint
and the failing instruction

n latency period of 1).

To derive an expression for p(RmB2) note that for the event
H(RB,2) to occur, all k retries and the first rollback must fail.
We therefore subtract the probabilities of a successful retry or

a successful first rollback, from the probability that the system
is operating correctly at the end of the second rollback. This
yields

(RB,2) [aPoo(X\1() + ,
i-

(2

t(k+ l)Ti+62+mT)

k

* Po(X(3), k(T +6j)+ Ti+62+mT)-E P(I)
1=1

*Poo((') + 2) ti, (k - l)( T, + 6b) + 62 + mlT)

* Po(XI3), (k-1)(Ti+61)+62+mT)

-P.m 3 PON, 62) * (P(C))M (4.3)

and clearly

p(RB,2) = E' I
p (RB,2)

mp= m

Im
(4.4)

To calculate p(RBL,2), we subtract from the probability that a

latent fault occurred but there were no faults present at the end
of the second rollback, the probability of a successful first
rollback. Since for a latent fault no instruction retry will
succeed, these probabilities need not be subtracted.

As in Section III, the cost function to be minimized with
respect to k andM was chosen to be wv, the average time spent
per instruction. The expression for wv is,

(4.7)w = +
M

To obtain the formula for T, the average time required to
successfully execute an instruction, note that some of the
recovery periods remain the same as for the (k, 1, 0) model,
namely, the periods associated with a successful retry or a

successful first rollback. There is an additional time of 62 +

(M + 1)/2aT (which is the time needed for the second
rollback) whenever one of the events H(RB,2), H(RBL 2), H(PF)
and H(PFL) occurs. Substituting the resulting expression for

in (4.7) and solving for w yields
1

w=
L+L1- 1

(p(PF) + p(PFL))
2

T+E P(i)[j(T(i) + 61)]
Ij=l

+ p(RB 1) [k(PRB 1) + 6)+62

+ p(RB 2) k( T(RB,2) + 61) +2(62+

+P(PF) [k(T(PF) + 61)+ 2 (62 + ) +63]

+p(RBL,1) [k - M2T

+ p(B2) [k( + 61)++2(62+M)2T)]

+p(PFL) k( T+ 61) +

+262+M; T)+63] +}S (4.8)

(4.5)

(4.6)
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A numerical search should now be performed to yield the
optimal values of k and M that minimize wv.

V. THE (k, 1, 1) PROCEDURE

In this recovery procedure, after all k instruction retries and
the program rollback to the most recent checkpoint have
failed, the program is rolled back to an earlier checkpoint.
This policy seems hardly worth considering, since the last
checkpoint is assumed to contain all the relevant information.
Yet it may prove useful to roll the program back to an earlier
checkpoint rather than to the most recent one whenever there
is a chance of latent faults with long latency periods. Consider,
for example, a fault occurring shortly before the last check-
point and whose resultant error is detected only after it. The
information saved at the checkpoint in such a case might be
erroneous and a simple rollback may not succeed, while a
rollback to an earlier checkpoint may succeed and avoid the
need to reload and restart the program. In Section VI we will
present some numerical values of system parameters for which
the (k, 1, 1) procedure is preferable to the two procedures
discussed before, although such cases are very rare.

The analysis of the (k, 1, 1) procedure is similar to that of
the previous two procedures. We enumerate the possible
outcomes of an instruction execution, calculate the probabili-
ties of these outcomes, find the formula for the average time
spent per instruction and minimize it with respect to k and M.
The possible H events for the (k, 1,- 1) procedure are

H(c), H(I)(j= 1, * ., k), H(RB)

H(RBL) H(ERB), H(ERBL), H(PF), and H(PFL).

Since this procedure and the (k, 2, 0) procedure start with the
same recovery steps (i.e., k instruction retries and a rollback),
both have the same probabilities for the events H(c), H(j)(j =
1, * -*, k), H(RB), and H(RBL).

Similar to (3.13) and (3.14), we obtain

k

P<i f = oe(-e X1iit)-_Epi p(RB) _p(ERB) (5.1)
j=1

p(PFL) = (I-ai)(I-e-XiTi) p(RBL) _pERBL) (5.2)

To calculate p(ERB) note that in the case of a nonlatent fault,
a rollback to an earlier checkpoint succeeds if and only if a
rollback to the last checkpoint would have succeeded, and in
addition all M instructions between these two rollbacks are
executed correctly. Thus,

p(ERB)=p(RB,2) * (p(c))M
I (5.3)

where p(RB,2) is defined in (4.4).
It is clear from (5.3) that for a nonlatent fault, returning to

an earlier checkpoint decreases the probability of recovery and
is only a waste of time. However, it increases the chances of
recovery for a latent fault that occurred shortly before the last
checkpoint. To calculate p(ERBL) we define for given values of

m and I the conditional probability

(ERBL) p(H(ERBL)/type i instruction

n m instructions between the last
checkpoint and the failing instruction

n latency period of 1).

We have to distinguish between faults occurring before the last
checkpoint (for which M - m < I c 2M - m) and those
occurring after the last checkpoint (for which 1 < I s M -
m). For the first case, we have

p (ERBL) p (RBL,2) *
Ii,mj i,m,! (,J-')m (5.4)

where p(RBL2) is defined in (4.5).
For the second case, we obtain

p (ERBL) =(1 __ Cli)poo(XF) + X(g2),y,T,T

+lT+k(T+61)+62+(1+im-M)T)
* PO(XA3), Ti+lT+k(T+&1)
+ 62 + (l+ m -M) T) * Po(Xi, 62)(P(c))m. (5.5)

Note that values of I greater than 2M - m need not be
considered since in this case even a rollback to the earlier
checkpoint will not succeed.

Averaging PLBL) over m and I results in

p(ERBL) - p(RBL,2) * (p(c))M

M, im M o( -l 1-(i
m=1 I=M-m+1

* Poo(Xi)+Xk29, A,, Ti,Ti+IT+k(T+61)
+62+(l±M-M)T)*PO(X(), T.+lT

+ k(T+bl)+62+ (1+iM-M)T)

*PO(Xi, 62)(P( )), (5.6)

where p(RBL,2) is defined in (4.6).
The only difference in the cost function between this

procedure and the previous one is that the recovery periods
associated with the events H(ERB), H(ERBL), H(PF) and H(PFL)
are increased by MT as compared to the respective quantities
in Section IV.

Applying the same method as in the previous two sections,
we derive the following expression for w:

L1- 1 (p(PF) + p(PFL))
2

lp(B' [k
T+ P(j)[j( Tfj) + 61)]

j=l

+ p(RB) * [( (RB) + 1+ 2+ _ T
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M+ I corresponding ones in case a. The value of 62 is lower and the
+ p(ERB) k( (ERB)+ 61) +2 62+ 2 +M value of 63 is higher. These changes make the second rollback

worthwhile and the (k, 2, 0) procedure is optimal.
Case c [Fig. 1(c)] is characterized by an extremely high

+ p(PP ) | k( T(PF + 61) + 2(+2+ TA + MT-+63 | percentage of latent faults resulting in long latency periods. In
2 ) addition, it is assumed that the number of permanent faults is

small. In this case we can profit from a second rollback to an
[p(RL)kT M)+- _ 11+l earlier checkpoint, hence the (k, 1, 1) procedure should be
(RBL)[k(T+1i)++6+ Tj22 preferred over the other two.

The best recovery procedure for a system is determined by
T / M+ 1 \ l the entire set of system parameters, yet some of these

+ P(ERBL) k(T+61)+-+2( 62 + M 1 +MTr parameters have a greater impact than the others. Numerical
2 1 calculations have shown that the selection of the optimal

procedure is not very sensitive to changes in Xi, ,, ri, or 61. It
I' is more sensitive to changes in 62, 63, and Ts; but the

+p(PFL) [k(T+61)+-T parameters most affecting the choice of a recovery procedure
are s, the percentage of permanent faults, and O!i, the

/M 1 1 TS percentage of nonlatent faults.

+ 2(62 + + T + MT+63 + -4 (5.7) The dependence of the optimal procedure on ai for a given
2 / 6 M set of system parameters, is depicted in Fig. 2. For simplicity

of presentation we assume that all (i's are equal. In the graph,
A numerical search can now be performed to yield the the interval 0 :!:: a' 1 is divided into three optimality

optimal values of k and M that minimize w. regions. Small values of cii, indicating a high percentage of
latent faults result in the optimality of the (k, 1, 1) procedure.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS As ai increases, the (k, 2, 0) procedure becomes optimal since
For the numerical comparison of the three recovery a rollback to an earlier checkpoint is no longer useful. For

procedures, we consider the following computer system. Let very large values of cai, the (k, 1, 0) procedure becomes
the instruction set of the computer be partitioned into three optimal.
subsets. The first subset consists of relatively simple instruc- Similar dependence on a, is obtained for other sets of system
tions with execution time T' and failure rate XI. The parameters, although in some cases any one of the last two
instructions in the second subset have an execution time of 2T1 regions (corresponding to the (k, 2, 0) and the (k, 1, 0)
and a failure rate of 2X1. The third subset consists of complex procedures) may be missing. The first region will always exist
instructions with execution time 4T1 and failure rate 3X1. The since for values of ai near 0, the (k, 1, 1) procedure is always
percentages of intermittent faults not recoverable by instruc- the best, regardless of the other parameters' values.
tion retry for the three instruction subsets are 10, 30, and 20 The dependence of the optimal procedure on s can be
percent, respectively. For convenience, we choose the execu- illustrated in the same way. Similarly to Fig. 2, the interval 0
tion time T1 as our basic time unit, thus all time periods are C s < 1 is divided into three regions with the (k, 1, 1)
measured with respect to this time unit. If for a given procedure optimal in the first region, the (k, 2, 0) in the
instruction mix, the relative frequencies are fi = 0.5, f2 = second, and the (k, 1, 0) in the third. Any of the first two
0.3 and fA = 0.2, then the average net execution time of an regions may be missing but the third one always exists.
instruction is T = E i3=1 Ti = 1.9 T1.
The other parameters, namely, XI, s, a,, 61, 62, 63, T, have VII. CONCLUSIONS

been changed over a large number of different values. For A general recovery procedure consisting of instruction
each set of parameter values we have compared the optimal retries and program rollbacks to the last or the earlier
values of wv corresponding to the three procedures, thus checkpoint, has been presented in this paper. Due to the
selecting the best procedure to be employed in the given case. complexity of the general procedure only three special cases of
Figs. 1(a), (b), and (c) depict three special cases for which the it have been completely analyzed, namely, the (k, 1, 0), the
procedures (k, 1, 0), (k, 2, 0), and (k, 1, 1), are optimal, (k, 2, 0), and the (k, 1, 1) procedures. Exact formulas for the
respectively. probabilities of all possible events have been derived enabling

Case a [Fig. l(a)] is characterized by a high probability of the calculation of the average time spent per instruction. The
permanent faults and a low percentage of latent faults. If most latter can then be minimized with respect to the recovery
faults are not latent, a rollback to an earlier checkpoint is procedure parameters M (the number of instructions between
unlikely to result in a system recovery. Similarly, if most two consecutive checkpoints) and k (the number of instruction
faults are likely to be permahent, a second rollback to the last retries).
checkpoint might be just a waste of time. Consequently, a Finally, the three procedures have been numerically com-
single rollback to the last checkpoint is sufficient and the (k, 1, pared illustrating the existence of regions of system parame-
0) procedure is the optimal one. ters for which each one of these procedures is superior to the

In case b [Fig. 1(b)] the values of s and ai are lower than the other two.
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time spent per instruction for the three recovery procedures as a function of the checkpoint interval in case b: XiT' = 1.8 10-10,
AiTj = 0.1, aj = 0.01, (i = 1, 2, 3), 81 = 10, 62 = 105, 63 = 5-109, TS = 5.106, s = 0.005. (c) Percentage of time spent per
instruction for the three recovery procedures as a function of the checkpoint interval in case c: XiT1 = 10- 10, piT1 = 0.1, ai =

10-5, (i = 1, 2, 3), 61 = 10, 62 = 105, 63 = 109, T-= 105, s = 0.05.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the optimal procedure on a, for the following
case: X,T1 = 5 10",p-T1 = 0.1, (i = 1,2, 3), bi = 10, 62 = 108, 3 =
2.5 *109, Ts = 5 *08,s = 0.1.
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